DAILY ASSIGNMENT

Announcements:  
- Monday we will have a guest speaker: Prof. P. Leboy. Please be on time!
- No movie Monday evening (Nov. 24).

due: Monday November 24, 9 am

Read:  
- Course Package: “Women, Science, Engineering, and Technology through the Ages”
- Hand-Out with readings of “The Door In The Dream” by E. Wasserman

1. For the reading of the course package list for every section one exemplary women and describe with keywords what their life illustrates (e.g. “The Scientific Lady: Science as High Fashion and Parlor Game”: Margaret Cavendish (1623-73), "scientific lady": math and science became more popular and were considered to be good for women.)

2. When did Bucknell start admitting women?

3. For the reading of the handout:
   3a. Summarize with a few keywords for each woman their research.
   3b. How was their life affected by being a woman?

4. What of this reading did you find most interesting and/or what did you find most difficult?